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ABSTRACT 

In this study, we used a humanoid robot as a telepresence 

robot and compared with the basic telepresence robot which 

can only rotate the display in order to reveal the effect of 

embodiment. We also investigated the effect caused by 

changing the body size of the humanoid robot by using two 

different size of robots. Our experimental results revealed 

that the embodiment increases the remote person’s social 

telepresence, familiarity, and directivity. The comparison 

between small and big humanoid robots showed no 

difference and both of them were effective. 
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INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that non-verbal information plays an 

important role in face-to-face communication [2]. However, 

in remote communication using ordinary video conferencing 

system, it is difficult to transfer non-verbal information due 

to the discrepancy caused by communication media [3]. One 

of the solutions to this problem is a telepresence robot which 

acts as a surrogate of a remote participant [5, 12, 13]. In 

general, a telepresence robot has a mechanism to move a 

display which shows a remote person’s face (hereafter, 

‘moving display telepresence robot’), and they found that 

communication became smoother and the remote person’s 

sense of presence increases by reflecting a remote person’s 

motion to the display. However, such moving display causes 

the cases for a local participant to watch the display from 

oblique angles which leads to the misunderstanding of gaze 

directions of remote participant and decrease the remote 

participant’s presence [5, 6, 13]. To solve these problems, 

alternative methods are necessary. As extended forms of a 

moving display telepresence robots, telepresence robots that 

are extended with human-like body parts (e.g. arms) have 

been developed (here after, ‘body-parts extended 

telepresence robot’) to represent remote participants’ bodily 

gestures [1, 14]. In addition to the studies with telepresence 

robots, effect of body gestures have also been investigated 

using communication robots [8, 15]. These studies show that 

presentation of the robot’s body gestures, such as head, body 

and arm movement, improve the impression of the remote 

participant or the robot itself from the various aspects. 

Although various telepresence robots have been proposed, 

no comparison was made between a moving display 

telepresence robot and a body-parts extended telepresence 

robot, in terms of the sense of presence of the remote 

participant. Thus the purpose of our study is to compare the 

body-parts extended telepresence robot and the moving 

display telepresence robot to reveal the effect of embodiment. 

As the body-parts extended telepresence robot, we used a 

humanoid robot with physical body parts (head, body, and 

arms). We thought the humanoid robot with body parts 

similar to human is most effective because the movement of 

the robot’s body parts is known to improve the impression of 

remote participant and robot itself [1, 8, 14, 15]. In addition, 

it is known that the size of the robot affect the impression 

that human receives [4, 11], so in this study we compared 

  Display rotate        Small Humanoid robot     Big Humanoid robot 
Figure 1. Experimental conditions. These pictures show the 

appearance when each robot is explaining the document. 
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humanoid robots in a two sizes (table top size, and close to 

human life-size). 

EXPERIMENT 

Referring to Nakanishi’s previous study [10], we conducted 

a task which a remote participant gives explanation to the 

local participant using a telepresence robot. In addition, we 

assumed quasi-naturalistic situation of using the telepresence 

robot and included attentional guidance to the local 

document which required to transmit the gaze not only to the 

front person, but also to other direction. For evaluation, we 

used a questionnaire mainly on social telepresence and 

conducted a video analysis. An interview was also conducted 

after all the tasks were finished. 

In this study, we compared three conditions. As Figure 1 

shows, we used three types of robots corresponding to each 

condition.  

Display Rotate Condition: This condition used a rotatable 

table which can rotate in horizontal direction with a 10-inch 

tablet (iPad, Apple Inc.) presenting the video of the remote 

participant’s upper body. Attentional guidance to the local 

document was performed by rotation of the display and 

finger pointing gesture in the video. The directivity in 

horizontal plane was presented by display rotation, so the 

direction of the head and finger in the video was fixed to the 

frontal direction. 

Small Humanoid Robot Condition: This condition used a 

humanoid robot with a total height of 60cm. We developed a 

humanoid robot which consists of a head, body, and two 

arms. 5 inch smartphone (305SH, SHARP Co.) was placed 

on the head to present the video of the remote participant. 

Only the face of the remote participant was shown in the 

display and the size of the face image is adjusted to the same 

size as the display rotate condition. Attentional guidance to 

the local document is performed by the head-body rotation 

and pointing movement using the arm. The directivity in 

horizontal direction is presented by the robot’s head-body 

rotation, so the direction of the head in the video is fixed to 

the frontal direction. 

Big Humanoid Robot Condition: A condition using a 

humanoid robot with a height of 120cm. The humanoid robot 

was developed utilizingTalkTorque2 [9]. 5-inch smartphone 

(305SH, SHARP Co.) was placed on its head to present the 

video of the remote participant. The video and body 

movement of the robot was same as the small humanoid. 

Since we aimed to compare the effect of embodiment itself, 

we presented the remote participant’s face image in all 

conditions. In conditions using a humanoid robot, only the 

remote participant’s face was shown in the smartphone 

placed on the robots’ head and the body movement of the 

robot presented remote participant’s gesture, while in the 

display rotate condition, both remote participant’s face and 

gestures were presented by the video shown in the display. 

Skype was used for video communication in all conditions.  

Experimental setup and task 

Figure 2 shows an overview of experimental environment. 

From the remote site, a remote participant (experimenter) 

communicated with a local participant (subject) through a 

telepresence robot and explained about the three documents 

placed on the whiteboard which is related to a fast food 

restaurant. This experiment used a within subject design, so 

we prepared three scripts for each trial. Order of the 

conditions was counter balanced to minimize the learning 

effect. In each script, three yes-or-no questions were 

embedded to have an easy conversation for the subject, 

because if there were no conversation in the script, subject 

may feel that the remote participant as recorded video. One 

description took about 2 minutes. Although we used three 

scripts, movement and duration of the remote 

participant/robots were the same between each script to 

eliminate the effect of script difference. We recorded the 

behavior of the subject and conducted video analysis. In 

video analysis, we focused the subject’s gaze especially 

mutual gaze between the robot and the subject because it 

plays an important role in human communication [7] (e.g. 

regulate interaction, express intimacy, and facilitate service 

and task goals).After each task, we gave a questionnaire to 

the subjects. The questionnaire contained 8 questions, 

including questions on social telepresence (Q1-Q4), 

naturalness of the movement (Q5), directivity of the robot 

(Q6, Q7), and sense of affinity (Q8). The questions are 

shown on Figure 3. We used the 7 point Likert-scale for our 

questionnaire. An interview was also conducted after all the 

tasks were finished. We recruited 12 subjects from a local 

university (all of them were male). Their ages ranged from 

20 to 24 years old. 

Results 

Questionnaire Results 

To evaluate the difference of each condition, a one-way 

within subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the 

effect of condition on questionnaire result in three conditions. 

The result of each question is shown in Figure 3. There were 

significant effects of conditions in the questions except Q3. 

As the post hoc test, multiple comparisons with Bonferroni 

correction was carried out on questions except Q3. 

Significant differences were shown in Figure 3. 

 Evaluation of Subject’s Gaze Direction 

For the statistical analysis we measured the ratio of duration 

that the subject was looking at the robot in each trial based 

on the video analysis (Figure 4(a)). We also measured the 

Figure 2. Overview of the environment of experiment.  
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ratio of duration that mutual gaze was achieved between the 

robot and the subject (Figure 4(b)). A one-way within 

subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of 

condition on these two results. On the ratio of duration that 

the subject was looking at the robot, there were significant 

effects of conditions (F(2,22) = 19.812, p < 0.001). As the 

post hoc test, multiple comparisons with Bonferroni 

correction was carried out and there was significant trend 

between display rotate condition and big humanoid robot 

condition (p = 0.087). On the ratio of duration that mutual 

gaze was achieved, there was no significant effect of 

conditions (F(2,22) = 2.064, p = 0.151). 

 As the additional evaluation of mutual gaze, we measured 

delay before mutual gaze had achieved. In each task remote 

participant looked at the subject 4 times, so totally 48 

samples were obtained for each condition.  Table 1 show the 

result of measured delay until mutual gaze had achieved. We 

conducted Friedman test and there was significant effect of 

condition on the delay (p<0.001). As the post hoc test, Dunn-

Bonferroni test was carried out and there was significant 

differences between display rotate condition and big 

humanoid robot condition (p<0.001), and there was 

significant trend between display rotate condition and small 

humanoid robot condition (p = 0.057). 

DISCUSSION 

Effect of embodiment presentation 

From the result of the questionnaire (Figure 3), two 

humanoid robot conditions were scored significantly higher 

than the display rotate condition in the questions except Q3. 

As shown in Figure 1, the difference of these conditions was 

medium (e.g. the video image, the small/big humanoid robot) 

to present the body gestures. So the differences between 

these conditions were considered to be the effect of the 

embodiment presentation by using humanoid robots. 

For the questions about social telepresence (Q1-Q4), 

significant differences were seen in questions Q1, Q2 and Q4 

between display rotate condition and small/big humanoid 

robot condition (In Q4, significant trend between display 

rotate condition and small humanoid condition). From these 

results, presenting physical gestures by humanoid robot 

increases the social telepresence of the remote participant. 

Meanwhile, there was no significant difference in Q3. In all 

conditions, the display faced straight toward the subject 

when the remote participant see the subject, so problems 

caused by viewing the display from an oblique angle [6, 13] 

did not occur. We are assuming that this is the reason why 

there was no significant difference between each condition 

for Q3.  

For the questions about naturalness of the movement (Q5), 

significant difference was seen between display rotate 

condition and small humanoid condition. From the interview, 

subjects pointed out that Mona Lisa effect occurred in the 

display rotate condition when the display was rotated. Thus 

the mismatch in the direction of the display and the perceived 

gaze direction from the remote participant’s face in the video 

might have decreased the score of how natural the movement 

was in the display rotate condition. In the conditions using 

humanoid robots, the display placed on the robot’s head 

rotated in the same way as the display rotate condition. Thus, 

it is possible for the Mona Lisa effect to occur. However, the 

awareness of the robot’s head motion seemed to be stronger 

than the effect of the display rotation, decreasing the Mona 

Lisa effect in the conditions using a humanoid robot.  

For the questions about the directivity of the robot, 

significant differences were seen for both Q6 and Q7 

between display rotate condition and small/big humanoid 

conditions. The difference between display rotate condition 

and small/big humanoid condition was caused by the 

difference of directivity between display rotation and 

humanoid robots’ body gesture. This result indicates that 

physical movement using the humanoid robot is more 

effective than display rotation for presentation of directivity.  

+
*
*

Condition N Mean SD Min. Max.
Percentiles Mean

Rank25th 50th 75th

Display rotate 48 1.49 2.80 0 5.11 0 0.25 1.20 2.42

Small humanoid

robot
48 0.67 1.57 0 8.24 0 0 0.73 1.94

Big humanoid 

robot
48 0.38 0.93 0 13.48 0 0 0.03 1.65

**: p<0.01, +: p<0.1

Figure 4. Result of video analysis of subject’s gaze direction.  

Table 1. Result of measured delay before  

mutual gaze had achieved.  

Figure 3. Results of the questionnaires 
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For Q8, a significant difference was seen between display 

rotate condition and small/big humanoid condition. It is 

conceivable that the sense of affinity to the remote 

participant increased by the increase of social telepresence. 

From the result of the video analysis, mutual gaze was 

achieved significantly faster in big humanoid condition than 

display rotate condition. Small humanoid condition also had 

a tendency that subjects achieve mutual gaze faster than 

display rotate condition. Thus, we can assume that the 

physical motion of the humanoid robots increased awareness 

so subject could react to remote participant’s gaze faster and 

achieved mutual gaze. The ratio of looking at the robot 

(Figure 4(a)) tend to increase in the big humanoid condition 

than the display rotate condition. We can assume that 

increased awareness by the physical motion of the humanoid 

robots invited more gaze from the subject.  

Effect of the humanoid robot’s size 

In the experiment, there was no significant difference 

between small and big humanoid condition in all results. 

Based on these results, the effect of the embodiment 

presentation discussed in the previous section is valid 

regardless of the robot’s size.  

In the analysis of delay before mutual gaze had achieved 

significant difference was seen between big humanoid 

condition and display rotate condition but significant trend 

was seen between small humanoid condition and display 

rotate condition. In the analysis of ratio of duration that the 

subject was looking at the robot, significant difference was 

only seen between big humanoid condition and display rotate 

condition. Thus, the big humanoid robot seemed to be more 

effective to invite the gaze of subjects. 

CONCLUSION 

Overall, humanoid robot conditions increased social 

telepresence, directivity, and sense of affinity compare to 

display rotate condition. We could not find significant 

difference between small humanoid condition and big 

humanoid condition. Our results indicate that, regardless of 

its size, the humanoid robot can alleviate the problems of 

display moving telepresence robot [5, 6, 13], e.g., low 

telepresence, misunderstanding of gaze direction, low 

participation. Though we could not find significant 

difference between small and big humanoid condition, these 

two robots has different feature (e.g. Big humanoid seemed 

to be more effective to increasing the presence of remote 

participant and invites the gaze of subjects, small humanoid 

was perceived as more naturalistic.). These features may 

affect the subject differently according to the situation. Thus 

careful consideration for the size of a telepresence robot is 

still necessary.The limitation of our study is that the task we 

used was somewhat artificial and our assessment was based 

mainly on subjective evaluation. Thus, in our next step, 

quantitative assessment and observational analysis with 

more naturalistic task is necessary (i.e. multi-party meeting).  
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